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Abstract:
In this study the effect of methyl cellulose on the properties of aqueous solutions including density, viscosity and
electrical conductivity have been investigated at (293K.), different type of viscosity and electrical properties were
measured for polyvinyl alcohol dissolved in distilled water of different concentrations (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.4%,
0.5%, 0.6%, 0.7% and 0.8%)gm./ml before and after adding (1and 2 ) gm. of methyl cellulose for all concentrations.
The shear viscosity, relative viscosity, specific viscosity, reduced viscosity, intrinsic viscosity and Viscosity Average
Molecular weight are measured, all the viscosities depend on density and concentration, The results show that all
these properties are increasing with the increase of the polymer concentration before and after adding MC , Results
also shows that adding MC polymer to PVA enhances the conductivity, the conductivity measured at room
temperature (293 K.), then the molar conductivity and degree of dissociation were calculated and it depending on the
values of density, concentration and type of solute_ solvent .
Keywords: Polyvinyl Alcohol solution, Methyl cellulose solution, Rheological properties, Electrical properties.
1.

Introduction

In this study polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and methyl cellulose were prepared, for such materials, it has been shown that
the properties of the final material are strongly dependent on the dispersion of any filler within the host polymer,
such dispersion is determined by both the fundamental chemical interactions that occur within the system and by
imposed processing conditions [1]. PVA is semi crystalline, water soluble, and low electrical conductivity material,
PVA exhibits certain physical properties resulting from crystal-amorphous interfacial effects, electrical conductivity
of PVA can be tailored to a specific requirement by the addition of suitable doping material. Depending on the
chemical nature of the doping substances and the way in which they interact with the host matrix, the doping alters
the physical properties to different degrees [2]. Polyvinyl alcohol is used mainly as a solution in water but its
solubility in water depends on its degree of polymerization and degree of hydrolysis of its precursor (poly vinyl
acetate), the rheological properties of the PVA solutions are affected by effectiveness of the physical bonding
solvent systems, the physical state of water is very important to rheological responses because free water forms
hydro-gel structure [3]. The equivalent conductivity is the quantity defined so as to describe the contribution of an
ion to electric conductivity, it converges to a finite value in the infinite dilution limit, and it is dependent on the
concentration of the electrolyte reflecting the interaction between ions. The equivalent conductivity is usually a
decreasing function of concentration because higher concentration stands for the stronger effects of inter ionic
interaction. When the dielectric constant of the solvent is low, however, some electrolyte solutions show a minimum
in the equivalent conductivity, that is, the equivalent conductivity first decreases with concentration in the dilute
regime, followed by the increase in the higher concentration regime. The equivalent conductivity minimum has long
been elucidated in terms of the static association models, polyvinyl alcohol is used mainly as a solution in water but
its solubility in water depends on its degree of polymerization and degree of hydrolysis of its precursor (poly vinyl
acetate), [4]. major applications Paper and textile sizing, oxygen resistant films, adhesives, emulsifier, colloid
stabilizers, base/coatings for photographic films, food wrappings, desalination membranes, electroluminescent
devices, and cement coatings[5]. MC is non ionic linear polysaccharide derived from cellulose[3]. it is an important
industrial polymer with a wide range of applications in flocculations, drug reduction, detergents, textiles, papers,
foods, roiling oil and drugs [4]. MC is water – soluble synthetic polymers. MC is used primarily because it has high
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viscosity, it is non-toxic, and is non-allergenic[6] . MC has a wide range of applications due to its low cost[7]
Because of its polymeric structure and high molecular Wight; it can be used as filler in bio- composite films. MC
commonly use for increasing production of oil from its original traps in oil drilling[8] . solvent effects might
therefore be expected to influence the ultrasonic relation behavior, the absorption of ultrasonic in liquid polymer
systems is governed by local modes of motion and cooperative whole molecule movement because of the strong
intermolecular interaction within the polymer it should be possible to observe cooperative motion in the ultrasonic
range. Polyvinyl alcohol has high tensile strength and flexibility, as well as high oxygen and aroma barrier
properties. However these properties are dependent on humidity, in other words, with higher humidity more water is
absorbed, the water which acts as a plasticizer, will then reduce its tensile strength, but increase its elongation and
tear strength.
2. Experimental:
2.1 Preparation of Solutions:
PVA (Gerhard Buchman –Germany) with assay (99.8%) and MC product by (Messina) with assay (99.8%) of high
viscosity[9] .The PVA solution was prepared by dissolving a known weights of PVA powder in affixed volume (500
ml) of distilled water under stirring at 70oC for ( 30 min). The PVA concentrations were (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3 %, 0.4%,
0.5%, 0.6%, 0.7% and 0.8%) gm./ ml ; then MC was added with different weights (1 and 2 gm.) to all PVA
Concentrations. The resulting solution was stirred continuously for (30 min) until the solution mixture became a
homogeneous.
2.2 Density and viscosity measurements:
The density of the PVA solution (ρ) was determined by the density bottle method and the shear viscosity measured
before and after adding methyl cellulose for all concentrations using Ostwald viscometer with accuracy of ± 1.05%
[10,11], elsewhere different types of viscosity were determined before and after the adding methyl cellulose by the
equations (1, 2, 3 and 4) [8-11], The shear viscosity had been calculated by the following equation [7,8,10]:
ηshear / ηo = (t ρ) / (to ρo) …… (1)
Where (ρ) and (η) are density and shear viscosity of solute respectively, (ρo) and (ηo) are density and viscosity of
distilled water respectively, (t) and (to) are the flow time for solution and distilled water respectively Relative
viscosity (η rel.) can be analyzed by the Jones-Dole equation [12]:
η rel. = (ηshear / ηo) = 1+ η red. …….(2)
Where (c) is the concentration of solutions and(η red.) is the reduced viscosity [13].. The specific viscosity (ηsp) and
the reduced viscosity(η red.) was calculated by the equations:
η spe. = (η rel. – 1) = η red. c ……….. (3)
η red.= ηspe. /c

…….……. (4)

The intrinsic viscosity has been obtained practically its value represent the intersection to y-axis as C goes to zero of
graph between reduced viscosity and concentration, which represented the piratical value of intrinsic viscosity before
and after adding MC. The intercept values of these curves are shown in table (1).
The intrinsic viscosity can be calculated by using philippoff equation as follow [11] :

η

rel

C 

=  1 + [η ] 
8 


8

....... (5)
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The relation between [ɳ] and relative viscosity was determined by Arrhenius, so its called Arrhenius equation as
follows [11]

ln η

rel

= [η ] C

...... (6)

Arrhenius Equation

Viscosity Average Molecular weight had been calculated by the following equation [10]:
...... (7)
[η ] = KM va

3.2 Electrical measurements:
The conductivity was measured using (DDS – 307 microprocessor conductivity meter -England) [14], the calibration
was made and the correction factor taken account in measuring the samples, all conductivities values obtained for
PVA and after adding (MC), the figure shows conductivity meter.

4.2 Theoretical calculation:
The molar conductivity (Λm) is defined as the conductivity of an electrolyte solution divided by the molar
concentration of the electrolyte, and so measures the efficiency with which a given electrolyte conducts electricity in
solution, it calculated by [15, 16]:
Λm = σ/c…… (8)
Where σ is the conductivity and (c) is the molar concentration.
The degree of dissociation (D) is calculated by the following equation [17]:
D=Λm/Λo … (9)
Where Λo is the extrapolation of molar conductivity to infinite dilution the limiting value of the molar conductivity.
3.Results and Discussion:
1.Rheological properties:
The densities of the solutions increased with increasing the ionic liquid concentration and there is a good linear
correlation between density and concentration of solutions as shown in figure (1). The shear viscosity of the liquids
as shown in figure (2) increasing with concentration this attributed to the mechanism that hydrogen bonding of water
attached to oxygen sites, this leads to solvation sheaths and increase in the size of the molecules so its viscosity [6,
18]. The properties of the MC and PVA molecules in the hydration co-sphere depend on the nature of solute species,
the interactions between molecules and solvent can be classified into three types of interactions [12, 14]:
The nature of interactions occurring between water molecules are define by the solvent–solvent interactions and this
provides information regarding solute–solvent interactions between PVA molecules and ions of the MC with water
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molecules. They stated that the primary solvation consists of PVA molecules which hydrogen bond to the hydroxyl
groups [18].
Relative viscosity, specific viscosity and reduced viscosity as show in figure (3), figure (4) and figure (5) Relative,
specific, reduced, and intrinsic viscosities were derived from shear viscosity and their theoretical equations consist of
one variable, parameter which is the shear viscosity, so all these viscosities in general have the same behavior of
increasing shear viscosity with the increase of concentration, therefore the reasons explained shear viscosity behavior
corresponding to other viscosities[14,15], the theoretical intrinsic viscosities were calculated by using philippoff
equation and arrhenius equation [11]. The comparison between our experimental values and the theoretical values
obtained by these two equations are shown in table (1). The results show a good agreement between experimental
and theoretical intrinsic viscosity values with acceptable experimental errors. The exponential behavior of viscosity
with concentration was attributed to the structural change associated with liquid polymer solution and probably
indicating entanglement interaction[12].

Intrinsic Viscosity
Polymer
PVA

[η] (dl/gm.)

Theoretical
Arrhe.Equ.
Philip.Equ.

Experimental

0.17

0.188

0.18

PVA+1gm MC

5.7

6

5.9

PVA+2gm MC

6.8

7.2

7

Table(1) shows comparison between the theoretical and experimental values of
Intrinsic Viscosity

Viscosity Average Molecular weights before and after adding MC were calculated by using equation (7). The values
of [ɳ] were taken experimentally from table (1) and constants K and a depending on the polymer type and shown in
the following table (2).
The calculated values of the viscosity-average molecular are shown in table (2). The comparison between the
theoretical values of viscosity average molecular weights obtained by philippoff and arrhenius equations and
experimental values obtained by using intrinsic viscosity.
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Table(2) shows comparison between the theoretical and experimental values of
Viscosity Average Molecular weight (Mv)

Viscosity Average Molecular weight (Mv)
Polymer

a

K

PVA

0.5

3×10- 4

PVA+1gm MC

0.8

1.57 ×10- 4

PVA+2gm MC

0.8

1.51×10- 4

Theoretical

Experimental

Arrhe.

Philip.

321111.1111

392711.1111

360000

501151.4648

534336.0768

523227.3642

656016.793

692391.5384

680223.0838

2.3 Electrical properties:
The measured conductivity of all polymer solutions for different concentrations were plotted in figure (6), this shows
that MC enhances the PVA conductivity by giving them values of conductivity so MC made PVA polymer semiconductive, this attributed to the fact that MC increases the ions in the solution and reducing the number of dipole
moment of the PVA and water molecules then there will be ionic conduction which make conductivity increase [16].
The molar conductivity of all samples was shown in figure (7) were decreasing with increasing concentrations, this
can be attributed to the fact that the dielectric constant of the mixtures increases owing to the stronger hydrogenbonding interactions [17] and in dilute concentrations it has higher values than that in high concentration , this
attributed that there is no intermolecular interactions occurs , the electrostatics repulsing leads to a reduction of
intermolecular bonding and increase of polymer dimensions whereas higher concentration lead to inhibition of
intermolecular bonding [16]. The extrapolation of this plot to infinite dilution gives the limiting value of molar
conductivity; this is the value of when the ions are so far apart that they do not interact [12, 17, 19], Ostwald of
dilution indicates that complete dissociation when the dilution approach infinite therefore the dilute solution may be
represented as strong electrolyte [20,21] the value of degree of dissociation has the range 0≤D≤1 for strong
electrolyte D=1 and for weak electrolyte D=0 , figure (8) shows that adding MC to PVA solution made these
solutions to be stronger electrolyte rather than PVA alone , according to MC ionic characteristics and figure also
shows that these two curves obey Ostwald law of dilution for aqueous solutions, degree of dissociation of a weak
electrolyte is proportional to the square root of dilution. [22, 23]

4.Conclusion:

1.

There is a good linear correlation between density and the concentration of solutions.

2.

Increasing concentration leads to increasing viscosity because of the mechanism that hydrogen bonding of
water attached to oxygen sites, this leads to salvation sheaths and increase in the size of the molecules so its
viscosity so it can be used as thicker colloid blend in coating process.

3.

adding MC lead to increase the conductivity of the blend so we can increasing its conductivity when
increasing the addition of MC so it can be used in electrical circuits with in sensing range of electrical
conductivity.

4.

the result of degree of dissociation indicates when adding MC the blend behaves as electrolytes.
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Fig. (1) The density of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC
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Fig. (2) The shear viscosity of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC

Fig. (3) The relative viscosity of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC
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Fig. (4) The specific viscosity of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC

Fig. (5) The reduced viscosity of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC
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Fig. (6) The Electrical conductivity of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC

Fig. (7) Molar conductivity of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC
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Fig. (8) the degree(D) of samples due to their concentration before and after adding MC
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